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KEN OKIISHI 17

1 gesture/data, 2013, Chroma key video paint on Large Format Display LED, BARCO
 CRT blue screen videoed by HD camera transferred to .mov transferred to .mp4, 

each 105,78 × 61,7 × 9,45 cm (please see number 19 in room 8 as well)

In Ken Okiishi’s work gesture/data, the screen surface itself 
becomes a tension-laden crystallization point. Its dynamic blue 
spectrum is generated by means of digital hand-video shots, which 
show the display of a BARCO monitor. With the so-called “blue 
screen”, gesture/data documents the visual testimony of a loss of 
signal, whose glowing blue varies in tone and intensity depending 
on camera setting and proximity. Brought close to the convex hon-
eycomb of the analog screen, the handheld camera gives the pix-
elated blue tone a digitally generated depth. This effect is further 
reinforced through the transcoding of the material into the exhib-
ited .mp4 format: Pixels begin to emerge from the honeycomb 
structure to subsequently hover above the blue surface. In Okiishi’s 
works, the manipulated emptiness of the “blue screen” meets the 
“green screen” of his painting. The chroma key color used is other-
wise employed in the film industry. As a background that is easily 
eliminated in postproduction, Ken Okiishi’s painterly gestures bring 
a form of “digital void” to the surface, which can be substituted by 
any chosen context or action. 

Okiishi’s works not only stage a collision of digital and analog 
technologies, but also, and more significantly, constitute the sup-
posedly emptied product of repeated transcoding. As digital arti-
facts, they embody the clash of various image and signal disrup-
tions – phenomena in which the materiality of modern media 
manifests itself. These are removed, however, from their peripheral 
position as exceptions to the rule. Thrust into the focus of the work, 
they lend an abstract visual form to the hard-to-grasp ruptures in 
language, the intervening spaces and ambivalences that move on 
the threshold between virtuality and reality. Their unique aesthetic 
is the result, not least, of a dynamic interplay between foreground 
and background, “in screen” and “on screen.” 

* 1978 in Ames, USA, lives in New York, USA and BerlinTobias Madison
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Marchel Duchamp’s studio on Streeteasy.com (dust breeding), permutation 5 (at Bortolami, New York), 2011-2012. And Marcel 
Duchamp’s studio on Streeteasy.com (the Picabias are in the catskills), permutation 5 (at Bortolami, New York). 2011-2012. Inkjet 
on pictorico pro hi-gloss white film, chroma green paint. Dimensions variable. Installed at Bortolami, New York.



Marchel Duchamp’s studio on Streeteasy.com (dust breeding), permutation 5 (at Bortolami, New York), 2011-2012. And Marcel 
Duchamp’s studio on Streeteasy.com (the Picabias are in the catskills), permutation 5 (at Bortolami, New York). 2011-2012. Inkjet 
on pictorico pro hi-gloss white film, chroma green paint. Dimensions variable. Installed at Bortolami, New York.



Marcel Duchamp’s studio on Streeteasy.com (the Picabias are in the catskills), permutation 5 (at Bortolami, New York). 2011-
2012. Inkjet on pictorico pro hi-gloss white ilm, chroma green paint. Dimensions variable. Installed at Bortolami, New York. 
(Photo shows the work after hurricane Sandy destroyed the gallery.)



Marchel Duchamp’s studio on Streeteasy.com, permutation 4 (at Peep-hole, Milan), 2011-2012. Installed at Peep-hole, Milan.
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